
From: Gary S Gevisser <gsg1421@gmail.com>
Subject: Gold Inventory Petition [GIP]

Date: July 3, 2011 1:36:29 PM PDT
9 Attachments, 647 KB

Prior broadcast - CLICK HERE

Below is further refinement of the GIP:

You are one of the initial 18 million who should receive this Gold Inventory Petition well before the 40th anniversary of President Nixon announcing on 
August 15, 1971 that the US was going off the Gold Standard. [CLICK HERE]. Please scroll down and read from the bottom up.

The GIP places an ever increasing spotlight on the decision by the US Government to dump the most ancient Gold Standard, resulting in the mining 
companies, that owned the world's mineral drilling rights, as well as the bankers that financed them and the wars that first stole the lands and enslaved 
the peoples with puppet governments, being rewarded with the value of their holdings skyrocketing, and expanding their ownership of everyone and 
everything that are covered up by ongoing wars on the poor and laws that increasingly lose their meaning when anarchy kicks in, which is how the 
wealth is first acquired under the doctrine "Might Is Right" which in time with the people comfortable begins, "We are a nation of laws."

Moreover, as the consumerism spreads to the victors of wars, and they become increasingly sedentary and complacent as their slave wage earners in 
the rest of world do the heavy lifting, while burning up their natural resources that make their populations sicker, that is not helped when after blanket 
bombing their ancient agricultural lands, Uncle Sam drops 20 million tons of poison Agent Orange for good measure, there is less questioning of the 
Government promoted indices like Gross Domestic Product, which as consumption increases so does the argument put forth by government commodity 
and currency traders for the strength of the money of the most grossly consumptive, who only react to the lunacy of such government gauges that 
support the total reverse of conservatism, when they see the prices of consumer goods rise, which when they think, the little thinking that goes on, they 
attribute either to the US Government trying to "save the world" rather than take care of our poor, or the "deeper thinkers" who took a course or "tTOo" 
(sic) of economics at university, point out that it is the printing of too much money chasing few goods that leads to inflation-hyperinflations, without 
either group realizing that there are other factors that control the price of all commodities, including worthless money that the "common herd" have 
increasingly seen as a "commodity" like gold, which has to be mined, but their feeble minds have them seeing money as the most "scarce resource" to 
be fought over at whatever the cost beginning with their health that is really wealth.

But behind it all, unless one thinks there is a God that could have so many people so stupid and ill-tempered but content in their cushy paper pushing 
jobs promoting the worthless money that rewards the most who instead of getting out and about and wrestling with the forces of nature as they exercise 
and that smart feedback has them eating that much healthier as they acquire wisdom while still of young enough age, not to fall victim to the trappings 
of the lazy rich who promote patriotism-nationalism while themselves having no loyalty to country, race or religion just to constantly feathering their 
nests and those they have co-opted-corrupted with the inheritance monies dangling at the ends of their noses, is the "trading of diamonds" where both 
the "buy" and "sell" side of the transaction are controlled by the one Diamond Trading Organization, most commonly known as the Central Selling 
Organization housed in downtown London, England just like De Beers' Lloyds of London Insurance, that is 100% owned and operated by De Beers 
mining consortium. 

The diamonds, because there is no inventory provided to the people and therefore they don't think about diamonds as a currency, De Beers manipulate 
the price of everything, and nor do they have to show their hand 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, as when they need to send a crystal clear message 
that it is their first tiered diamond currency system that controls their second tiered bank-money-tax-credit system they have one of their government 
officials like Mr. Putin make a public spectacle of their gun-money-power as he uses intermediaries like Russian Leviev
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who owns a shop in the high rent district of London just a few paces up from De Beers' flagship operation located at 50 Bond Street,

to offload, not in London. Brussels, Tel-Aviv, Moscow, Beverly Hills,

Johannesburg etc etc, but on 47th Street New York City, nearly $14 billion worth of diamonds, that in the next instant wipes out all those dollars, at 
least from the mainland of the US, while Putin puts those $s to work in Russia and Leviev takes his $1.5 billion commission and becomes not only 
charitable in faraway places like Israel, where bribing government officials is as common place as anywhere, but Leviev makes a big splash when 
buying the New York Times building in New York City just up from 47th Street which is the money laundering and intelligence captial of the world for De 
Beers; and in the process props up the real estate of the rich who go to the banks to get more money to buy more real estate, and just so long as the 



"common herd" never catch on, all they dream of is being the next Donald Trump.

There is no way to shorten up the explanation of this atrocity, which each of us can get our heads around if we were to only be inspired.

That photo De Beers use on their carefully presented profile on Wikipedia, of Putin and De Beers head Nicholas Oppenheimer taken on September 5-
6th, 2006 in Johannesburg, is THE PHOTO THAT TELLS A THOUSAND WORDS, as it shows never seen before so very "attentive" Putin not looking 
all that happy being lectured to about History, Economics, Military & Politics [HEMP] by the head of an organization who don't need any military of their 
own. 

Such an "in your face" of who is in control is what the President of the United States should be place on the desk of the Oval Office facing all visitors 
including those of us who have had private tours courtesy of high level FBI agents who would have no difficulty remembering Gary Gevisser or his 
French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser; and of course on side of the frame facing the President is his favorite Disney character.

For anyone who can connect the dots, they should have little difficulty in noticing that 663 days before; 11.11.2004 to be precise, South African-
American, Gary Steven Gevisser broke his 24 year deafening silence with with his former employer De Beers - CLICK HERE - beginning with the 
words, "Remember me?", and when De Beers went silent shortly thereafter, as Gevisser made it perfectly clear that he was going to be turning them in 
to Attorney General of New York State, Eliot Spitzer, it was not only De Beers who became increasingly more dangerous, but each and everyone they 
had co-opted-corrupted, including members of US intelligence who had followed in the path of FBI Counterintelligence Chief Robert Hannsen

who insisted that his Soviet handlers pay him in diamonds, which not only protected Hanssen's life, but his religious American Roman Catholic family 
continues to receive his FBI pension.

The fact that a little over two weeks before the FBI brought in Hanssen, who had been working for Putin's KGB since 1979, when the CIA first placed 
Osama Bin Laden on their payroll, while giving our future MOST WANTED terrorist America's most advanced Stinger missile system, to shoot down 
fixed and non-fixed wing Soviet aircraft, Gevisser had published his first of four letters - CLICK HERE - and all 4 on the same subject, to the editor of 
the Mossad's Jerusalem Post, which was an "open letter" to Soviet-American spy Jonathan Pollard who was caught on Hannsen's watch, and which 
began;

The pardon of Marc Rich eliminated not only an opportunity of justice being served but it would have allowed the public to view the 
role that oil brokers play in furthering terrorism.

does not make all the conspiracies of the US government go away, or for that matter Gevisser a "conspiracy nutcase".

When you cannot make the arguments, you try everything within your power to undermine the truth teller, until you eventually decide that if it is too 
difficult to order his assassination, to simply murder his good name.

There is nothing funny when you can maintain a sense of humor and knowing this group of bankers who promote a society of paper pushers who have 
much more time to play and enjoy their Hollywood movies whose actors are all in on the game, murdered not only 110 million humans during World 
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War II, but they completed the FINAL SOLUTION of their puppet Herr Hitler, when getting the Jewish people who survived the death factories of 
Auschwitz to be so complacent.

Voting "Yes" puts the pressure on De Beers and their corrupted government officials to end their charade given how De Beers' vast network of 
corporate holding companies all well spelled out in investigative journalist Edward Jay Epstein's The Diamond Invention, specifically Chapter 12, THE 
CORPORATE UNDERGROUND - CLICK HERE - along with their unlimited supply of untraceable diamonds that are lightweight and easily transported 
in small diplomatic pouches control all the other "secondary" currencies which their governments give the illusion of fair market forces constantly in play, 
as the selling of diamonds by any one of De Beers' 250 "site holders" soak up the currency of a "favored" trading nation thus holding inflation in check, 
while the buying up off the streets of other less favored nations who have the most mineral riches and most poorly educated work force to slave De 
Beers' mines, creates instant panic as hyperinflation mushrooms out of control and a more controllable labor pool are increasingly quietened as their 
physical and mental health take an increasing turn for the worse.

Moreover, the sickness is helped spread through all De Beers' umbrella corporations where it is all but impossible to figure out the true ownership while 
at the same time De Beers make a point  of making public spectacles of American intelligence officers such as Albert Jolis who was with the OSS/CIA 
during World War II and aware of De Beers pivotal role in supplying Hitler with his diamonds out of the US protectorate Belgian Congo - [Ch. 9, 
DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, subtitle, THE SECRET REPORT OF THE OSS - CLICK HERE] is referred to as a "Resourceful American" - THE WAR 
AGAINST COMPETITOR - CH. 19, THE DIAMOND INVENTION - CLICK HERE - as Jolis attempts in 1975 to do a deal with the Soviet and Cuban 
backed Angolan Government only to find that De Beers whose South African Apartheid Regime is being back the US-CIA to support the opposition 
guerilla warring political-economic groups have beaten him to the punch as De Beers upends Jolis' deal and are in rock solid with the Cuban-Soviets, 
and the media of the western alliance countries don't blink an eyelid.

By supporting AND FORWARDING this information you are actively stating your discontent for De Beers who first began to destroy the trust of the 
individual trader who understood that their good name was more important than all the gold in the world, and that the government bankers who had 
placed the blasphemous and so distracting words IN GOD WE TRUST on the $ were now to be trusted more than gold, which along with diamonds was 
used and continues to be used to bribe, first and foremost, US Government officials.

The name of my book is UN-IMPOSSIBLE DREAM. It went from IN GOLD WE TRUST to IN GOD WE TRUST because it would be wrong to say IN 
MAN WE TRUST but what about IN MONEY WE TRUST?

There is a good reason feeling good comes from doing the right thing and the smart thing which is also the right thing. 

By not supporting this GIP you are not only doing "bad" that is in conflict with all the moral teachings, which is what most soldiers hold on to for dear 
life, but you are avoiding taking back the trust in yourself, that was stolen from you; moreover, we all know it is only a semblance of morals, but a 
serious mistake when you mislead your soldiers by so underpaying them.

The government on the other hand, knew ahead of this very important date that in a month from now celebrates its 4th decade of mass deception which 
began in earnest 119 years ago this 4th of July with the Bankers Manifesto of July 4, 1892, that they were engaging in the most elaborate coverup of 
America's shameful history; and most specifically what makes De Beers so untouchable, given how from the very start of their existence this foreign 
based mafia drilling monopoly which has owned the world's drilling industry following their victory in the Boer War of 1899-1902, were funded by 
American banker J.P. Morgan and company, who were the masterminds of the treasonous Bankers Manifesto.

Every US soldier has recited at least once their pledge, "To defend the US against all enemies foreign and domestic".

Every banker at the time knew that its depositors whose monies were backed 100% by gold, would never go along with the banks just printing their own 
money, and thus devaluing the value of their gold-money holdings, as at any time the hard working depositors who were mostly farmers and who made 
the majority of the workforce not just in the US but throughout the world, could demand that their money be exchanged for gold bullion, and so the 
bankers simply decided to own all the elected and non-elected government officials as well as both the Democratic and Republican Parties, and instead 
of calling them bankers which they are, they kept calling them politicians and encouraged them to not only argue strongly their feigned different 
positions, but to poke fun at one another before all "making up". 

The Bankers Manifesto spells it all out very clearly, moreover, they have been laughing at us ever since, but what they fail to point out are the 
consequences of us having banker-lawyer-politicians whose business is to keep printing the money and have wars covering up their past misdeeds; 
and the best is our latest lawyer-politician Obama saying how important it is for families to make enough money and have successful businesses, so 
that they can afford to send their children to college.

The "Teachers to the common herd" learned a lot when they saw the non-reaction of their "common herd" sheep humans to the US Congress taking 
good care of their most important clients, beginning with the mining monopoly De Beers, and its sister corporation, Anglo American Corporation, both 
headquartered in South Africa, that in 1971 had the largest proven gold reserves, and whose first officials were all German, and they chose carefully to 
have the words Anglo and American when forming Anglo American Corporation right before the start of World War I, as they relied on the future head 
of both De Beers and Anglo American, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer who became Chief Executive Officer in 1929, the year of the stock market collapse, to 
hide their true ownership.

Complacency is no excuse for doing the right thing.

Gary S. Gevisser who worked at the highest levels of De Beers when he joined De Beers siteholder Codiam Inc. in early spring of 1979, has been 
exposing this most dynamic organization whose only goal is self-preservation, no different to any of us who have been most conned into thinking it is 
smart to grab on to as much wealth as we can and/or being just like De Beers spending the earth while having as much fun as possible.

Not every soldier likes to kill or see their friends killed when not permanently disabled and treated horribly in Veterans hospitals by medical doctors and 
staff all much better informed; the same with much better paid mercenaries such as Blackwater whose operatives do not make as much as their Chief 
Executive Officer or those in the US State Department-CIA whose kickbacks still do not match up to the pay of De Beers' officials and their Wall Street 
lackeys who have proudly carry the title, Captains of Industry.

Conclusion: Where is the gold they extorted? The inventory will explain the gaps as Gevisser has now filled in all the little, but most important that 
were missing from Epstein's most interesting read The Diamond Invention book that is today only available on The Internet; and what is most important 
is the fact that Epstein leaves out any mention of the US going off the Gold Standard in his most important fact, event, people and date filled THE 
AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, ch. 18 - CLICK HERE - which centers around German-American Charles W. Engelhard Jr. [1917-1971] and who died on 
March 2, 1971 just 166 days before Nixon's most atrocious announcement which 5 years earlier future Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, Alan 
Greenspan advocated strongly against in his classic 1966 essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM - CLICK HERE.
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Moreover, Epstein made brief and very bizarre mention of Engelhard having "no male heirs" while conspicuously leaving out when Engelhard died as 
such a date would very likely have the more inquisitive reader question what else was occurring at the time including not only CIA-Pentagon official Dr. 
Daniel Ellsberg releasing the Pentagon Papers in March 1971 but in July 1971 at the same time Henry Kissinger is off to China on his "secret mission" 
to bully the Chinese in the middle of their most bloody 10 year Cultural Revolution to accept the IN GOD WE TRUST $, The New Times is printing 
America's most sordid "In support of our south east Asia policy" which had the Pentagon lying from the very start to the American people that also 
consumed a lot of their time and now well over a decade after America began such an outrage they were finding out that once again they were arguing 
amongst themselves over nonsense which can be traced back to the Bankers Manifesto that continues to create a "domino effect" of mass deception of 
the Nth Degree.

Furthermore, Epstein has made no attempt to set the record straight ever since Gevisser first contacted this most articulate and interesting read writer 
on January 13, 2004, 2:14 AM PST:

Subject: Pool resources
 
Mr. Epstein – I recently came across your website while doing sum research of chemicals being imported into the United States on behalf of 
SCALs more commonly known as Shareholder Class Action Litigators.
 
I have skimmed through your Internet book although I realize that when Simon & Schuster decided to publish The Diamond Invention the 
Internet was nothing short of a “pipedream” and I assume you are still alive, an Oppenheimer offshoot hasn’t got one of his cricket buddies to 
place a pipe bomb under your car, yet?
 
I came across in Chapter 18 reference to “Engelhard arranged for Oppenheimer to buy a controlling interest in his far-flung empire, since he had 
no male heirs to take over.” It so happens that my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser, was, I believe, the sole executor of Charles Engelhard’s 
worldwide estate.
 
Sum 9 months after you first began researching your book I emigrated to the United States from South Africa first stopping off for a year or so in 
Chicago where I got to witness “first hand” the “trading patterns” of Joseph Seigal of Seigal Trading you very possibly covering this subject matter 
including the silver fiasco with the Hunt brothers before heading to New York where I hung out for a  brief stint with a diamond syndicate, Codiam 
Inc, run by relatives of my uncle David Gevisser whose name nor that of Steven Cohen, the main principal of Codiam Inc., I don’t believe, is 
mentioned in your “one of a kind” book?
 
My purpose in contacting you, sufficient to give certain family members a visit to a local emergency room where hopefully a board certified 
cardiologist might be on hand to stuff them with possibly a stent, is two-fold. [CLICK HERE for the entire email communication]

Not to mention David Gevisser [1926-2009] who was not the only member of Gary Gevisser's immediate and extended family who got a copy of that 
email, after receiving in July 2005 from St. Anthony's Oxford University a Masters of Studies in History Research covering the years leading up to World 
War II where Gary Gevisser's father, Bernie Gevisser volunteered to fight in Jan Smuts' South African Air Force Squadron II alongside the only other 
Jewish Fighter-Bomber-Pilot Syd Cohen who went on to command the Israel Air Force in Israel's War of Independence [1947-1949], wrote in 2006 his 
memoirs, THE UNLIKELY FORESTER that includes the most revealing CH. 10. ENGELHARD EXPERIENCE - CLICK HERE - where David Gevisser 
goes into extraordinary detail how following the death of Engelhard who had only turned 54 the month before, very nervous Nixon had a Hungarian 
Countess contact David Gevisser who was also now the Chief Executive Officer of Engelhard's Engelhard Enterprises South Africa that not only 
controlled the world supply of platinum, 80% mined in South Africa, but following Engelhard's decision to begin offloading his South African assets to the 
German-South African Oppenheimers, Engelhard Enterprises SA along with their sister corporation in America, Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals were 
the "control person" of the De Beers-Anglo American Corporation [DAAC].

While Gevisser continues to also expose the light the rest should hold our representatives throughout the world accountable, all the way down to the 
local town councils, while forging trust amongst the most honorable, and have the hard working people learn to share by exchanging their own money 
which is their good name-promissory notes, versus the promissory note-money of a systemically corrupt government who only represents the lazy rich 
comfortable with trickling down the cost of getting richer on to the backs of the poor, who are not stupid, just poorly informed, and now knowing that at 
least 18 million will be casting their vote, and who would want to be the last holdout?

If you would like more information or wish to contribute towards this website and the defense of Gevisser's good name, there will be full accountability of 
all monies.

In summary:

I am bringing Public International Attention to this money deception which requires for the money to have any value each of our perception that 
the money has a value, based on both economic indices and a government that regulates fairly the trading of all currencies, and assisted by the 
individual greed of currency speculators who appear to be fiercely independent.

It is a total farce to think that any one of us can accurately predict the future of anything as the corruption of our money, of our hard earned 
savings, that we use to buy and sell everything from food to real estate including gold, is known to exponentially increasing numbers of people 
throughout the world, the vast majority of whom are very poor.

Worse than nothing backing the IN MONEY WE TRUST are our banker-lawyer-politicians who have known long before most of you that they 
have been selling their citizenry a "bill of goods".

The outcome of this massive deception is already effecting the freedom of speech of everyone. 

Should you choose to be quiet, you are fighting against the truth that is a constant. Just knowing your game is not enough to differentiate you 
from your competition.

Only corrupt or naive people trust their government with the printing of money that is based on their "good word", and no politician is anywhere 
close to God, and so they continue to push the IN GOD WE TRUST hoping that no one will realize that the reality is IN MONEY WE TRUST 
which is not simply totally worthless as it is pulled out of thin, but all the indices that support it are based on the flawed indices that have both 
faulty logic and corruption written all over it.

How much gold could you get for your money? Are you willing to trade your gold for money if a barrel full of money won't pay for your cell 
phone? Would you still sell your gold?

Do you trust your government?
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The De Beers mining consortium is not simply the world's biggest mining operation as they have in fact owned the world's drilling industry for 
more than a century but they have used their "winnings" that have the genocide of the poor in the world's mineral richest countries written all over 
it to create a corporate ownership web that allows them to extend their influence throughout the world and infringe on everyone's basic rights from 
free speech to getting clean drinking water, the basic human right, and all geared toward creating an underclass seeking constantly government 
assistance as individual responsibility is destroyed at the same time the individual's ability to make a living makes them dependent on the good 
graces of the corrupt government officials doing the bidding of corrupt business people and professionals flaunting their college degrees and sick 
class breeding.

It is not class warfare that I encouraging, it is the welfare system I am questioning; and I am a member of the favored class.

In addition to their huge ownership of the most important industries outside of mining and which includes insurance as their Lloyds of London 
Insurance allow investors who can no longer be American citizens unless they were "grandfathered in" prior to the contrived collapse of the 
insurance market in the late 1980s, to use diamonds as an investment instrument while continuing to diminish gold which is not an acceptable 
money to Lloyds, De Beers have their own unlimited supply of untraceable diamonds that they have never once provided an inventory to their 
corrupt governments because that would entail providing their listing of bribes that extend to gold shipments to safe-havens like Hong Kong, out 
of countries like South Africa sitting atop the world's richest mineral reserves, to control other more seemingly regulated currencies.

An additional quiver in their arsenal and what is in fact the sharpest ax they hold over the heads of their corrupted elected and non-elected 
government officials is all the currencies they have stored in their safes throughout the world that could be simply dumped in dumpsters and with 
their powerful voice in the media, it would end this house of cards and they are sitting with all the rich minerals that they have been secreting all 
these years and that includes all their mineral rights to keep drilling for more precious minerals ad-infinitum.

Everything they have done is not only amoral and illegal but they have only accomplished this fleecing of the assets of all the peoples of the 
world by brute force without having to pay a dime for any of their governments' military, who are the most underpaid of all the professionals as 
they have been hideously brainwashed with the patriotism schtick.

De Beers have in very recent times begun to display their sabers as they promote not their slogan "Diamonds are Forever-A Girl's Best Friend" 
on their Wikipedia profile but a photo of their South African head Nicholas Oppenheimer lecturing very attentive Soviet President Putin

who was summoned to South Africa for no other purpose than this one of a kind photoshoot. 

Putin is mafia. He is a killer. Everyone knows that Russia today is mafia.

The US is becoming the same.

The US is the country that has most supported this mafia monopoly.

De Beers have a history of exterminating free speech and nowhere is it more evident in their support of Nazi Germany while refusing a direct 
order by the President of the United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt to stockpile 6.3 million carats of industrial diamonds on US soil; and their 
reward for such defiance is totally transparent. 

The younger generation are less likely to know anything about the Gold Standard. It is almost history gold backing money, it is so far back. It is 
simply not clear in a young person's mind.

That is the purpose of this emailing/book Gold Inventory Petition to wake everyone up and to take back what is theirs without being so foolish to 
buy into the violence which is all that De Beers encourages while having their weaker opponents fall for the trappings of the rich whose wealth is 
stolen most brutally.

[Word count 4,792]

Summary of Gevisser's $4 MILLION DEATH PENALTY sentence:

In November 2008, Gevisser who owns 2facetruth.com, explained in his first Daily Dirt Newsletter - CLICK HERE - and titled, What does it mean to 
have the government owning AIG?, how the actions of the government bailing out AIG, who had succeeded by wiping out smaller competitors, 
destroyed any vestige of the merit system, because now it meant that knowing someone in government could mean the success of your business and 
the failure of your competitors.

Shortly after, on December 23, 2008, his former webmaster, Adam Lee Tucker met with CIA member Charles Dazler Knuff at Knuff's California 
residence, and during their 2 1/2 hour dinner meeting, which Gevisser was unaware of, the conversation focused on Tucker and Knuff each trying to 
impress the other with what they knew about De Beers, and their ability to allocate the world's resources, human and minerals-materials, given De 
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ITT employee - Agent for CIA

impress the other with what they knew about De Beers, and their ability to allocate the world's resources, human and minerals-materials, given De 
Beers' vast mineral wealth and complex corporate ownership, plus the fact that they control the pricing of untraceable diamonds to "prime the pump" in 
not only Middle East oil wars, but all conflicts which are ultimately geared to keeping the masses of poor uninformed and fighting with each other over 
the scraps dished out by the politician-bankers, all talking out of both sides of their mouths.

It was at this meeting that 59 year old Knuff told then 29 year old Tucker, who had known Knuff from the early 1990s when he had dated Tucker's 
mother, that he had spent a lifetime working for the CIA-Navy Intelligence. Knuff who began by trying to encourage Tucker to dissociate from Gevisser, 
then scared Tucker as he said, according to Tucker, "If you are considered a threat, you won't know it until you hear the sound of a bullet 
entering your skull" which was right after Tucker informed Knuff about a visit in April 2008 he had received from FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson 
- CLICK HERE - who had left his business card on Tucker's front door of his rented apartment in Solana Beach, California, as the FBI were 
investigating a posting that Tucker had placed up on a Chevron oil company bulletin board about an Israeli Military Intelligence report that had been first 
shared with Gevisser in the summer of 2007 by an Israeli Special Forces commando who Gevisser has known a lifetime, and which members of the 
Israeli Department of Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC, had confirmed on November 23, 2007 - CLICK HERE - to be accurate, 
and which most agree show the complicity of the CIA, and perhaps oil companies like Chevron protecting their oil supertanker fleets by paying off Al 
Quaida not to attack these "sitting ducks".

When Tucker who believed that his life was now in danger informed Gevisser of his meeting, Gevisser sent Knuff on December 25, 2008 an email 
asking Knuff to give his "side of the story". When Knuff didn't respond, Tucker then sent Knuff the next morning an email asking whether Knuff had 
received Gevisser's email which had Knuff breaking email communications and calling Tucker 3 times that same day. Tucker did not answer any of the 
calls, and nor did he call Knuff back. On Sunday, December 28, 2008 Tucker sent the San Diego office of the FBI an email, and then later posted it up 
on the Yahoo website;

I would like to file a formal complaint of intimidation against the CIA. I left a voice message for Special Agent Curran Thomerson earlier 
this morning; it is imperative that I am contacted as soon as possible.

The night before, December 27, 2008, Tucker placed the following on the same Yahoo message board and created a string which still exists - CLICK 
HERE :

ITT - System Design and Egnineering group department - Charles Dazler Knuff Born 1949
New York City 
7 siblings 
Mathematician / MBA 
1967-1977 US Navy Intelligence 25 years Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

Notable Career Events

* Involved in US Navy's investigation into the June 8th, 1967 attack by Israel on the USS Liberty.
* Specialized knowledge of the Middle East.
* Employed by the CIA during the recruitment and financing of PLO terrorist Ali Hassan Salameh in 1970 placing him on the CIA payroll some 2 
years prior to Salemeh and his 'Black September' butchering of 11 defenseless Jewish Israeli athletes during the 1972 Munich Olympics.
* Employed by the CIA during West Germany's release of the surviving Black September terrorists following a contrived airplane hijacking of a 
Lufthansa passenger jet carrying 12 passengers none-of-which were women or children on October 29th, 1972.

On Tuesday February 24, 2009 Knuff called Tucker's cell phone and left the following message:

"Hey Adam it's uh chuck if you have a chance, could you give me a ring? Uh 760-703-6725"

Tucker did not respond.

On Gary Gevisser's 53rd birthday, March 24, 2009, Knuff had his Dallas, Texas lawyer, Alan Loewinsohn send both Gevisser and Tucker two almost 
identical threatening emails, to remove from the Internet all references that had been made about Knuff.

At no time did Knuff explain what he believed Tucker had said was untrue, and Gevisser and Tucker did not comply with Loewinsohn's request.

On February 22, 2010 Knuff filed a defamation lawsuit in Dallas, Texas against Gevisser and Tucker. On March 24, 2010, Tucker who remained fearful 
for his life, did a videotaped deposition spelling out the details of his dealings with Knuff that is key to the lawsuit; moreover, the taping clears up 
Gevisser's name; but Tucker, increasingly feeling the pressure of this lawsuit, and his ability to make a living, soon buckled, and confirmed to Gevisser 
that he was a "hostile witness" when contacting on March 30, 2010 Knuff's lawyer Loewinsohn and letting them know he was filing a totally bogus 
physical assault charge against Gevisser on the same day; and this secret dialogue that Tucker only informed to Gevisser on February 2nd of this year, 
12 days after Gevisser's $4 million DEATH PENALTY sanction sentence was handed down, also states clearly that Tucker planned his own defamation 
lawsuit against Gevisser, which was upended when Tucker lost his bid for a Permanent Restraining Order against Gevisser in California Superior Court 
on April 14, 2010.

Not to mention, Loewinsohn-Knuff eager to have Tucker switch sides never refuted Tucker's statement on March 30, 2010,  "I understand your need to 
be vague " - CLICK HERE - which implied that they were trying to frame me in these secret dealings, given how obvious it was that Tucker did not want 
California Superior Court Judge Adrienne Orfield to know about these most material discussions which would have explained clearly that both Tucker 
and Loewinsohn-Knuff stood to gain by these fabricated physical assault charges that stemmed from Tucker being so intimidated.

While there can be no excuse for Tucker who well understood most if not all of Gevisser's writings, "turning" in such a heinous manner, and with 
premeditation written all over Tucker's email writings right before he and Gevisser met up the day before, March 29, 2010 at a crowded coffee shop in 
Encinitas, California where Tucker alleged the incident took place without having any injury or a single witness coming forward because of the fact that 
there was no physical assault, just Gevisser refusing to let go of a thumbnail drive containing Tucker's taped deposition, it is the physical and so 
threatening intimidation of an out of control member of the Central Intelligence Agency who are supposed to protect American citizens, which created 
this outrage.

Not to mention Tucker failed to inform California Judge Orfield who ruled against him 15 days after he filed his baseless and insidious assault charge 
that he was now working with Loewinsohn-Knuff, even though she had repeatedly questioned his motives for bringing this physical assault charge that 
he knew he had no evidence, and the onus was on him to prove his case; moreover, Judge Orfield was equally perplexed why Tucker, who had been 
volunteering his webmastering services had written Gevisser on Sunday, March 28, 2010 a "resignation letter" - CLICK HERE - as he candidly admitted 
in court that he was volunteering his services, as his letter looked like there was a "principal-agent" relationship between Gevisser and Tucker, that 
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would help Loewinsohn-Knuff make their case that there was "vicarious liability" on the part of Gevisser, who they were attempting to say was behind 
the postings that Tucker had placed up on not just Yahoo, but later on Facebook back on March 25, 2009 - CLICK HERE:

I received an email yesterday (3/24/2009) from a Dallas based law firm representing 'ex' CIA agent Charles Knuff 'asking' that we 
remove all information regarding Charles Knuff from our websites (2facetruth.com and just3ants.com).

We will post the email from the law firm and our response as soon as possible.

Additionally I have filed a complaint of intimidation with the San Diego FBI, and upon their recommendation, I am filing a police report, 
and obtaining a restraining order against Charles Knuff.

While there remains not a shred of evidence of either Gevisser or Tucker having "defamed" CIA Knuff who is now claiming also all sorts of additional 
"neurological problems", which of course logic would say "playing victim" when the victimizer takes its revenge, Tucker was increasingly of less value to 
Loewinsohn-Knuff, as he couldn't give them what they wanted, because it was Tucker's posts on Facebook and Yahoo that they wanted to attribute to 
Gevisser, or at least have Tucker say that he had been pressured by Gevisser to make those posts which Tucker was unwilling to do because he knew 
that they were not only his posts but that the taped deposition would support Gevisser's position 100% that Gevisser was a totally innocent party.

Again, everything fell apart for Tucker when he lost in California court on April 14, 2010 his bid to get a Permanent Restraining Order against Gevisser, 
and now he had little and nothing to bargain with Loewinsohn-Knuff who also never informed Gevisser, who was representing himself in the Texas 
defamation lawsuit of their and Tucker's plan to so maliciously, insanely, and totally fraudulently incriminate Gevisser. Moreover, Knuff-Loewinsohn now 
had to continue going after Tucker because to drop him from the lawsuit when he was the pivotal party, would have shown how much more fraudulent 
was their defamation lawsuit which was from the very start aimed at murdering Gevisser's good name.

Not to mention, it takes the activities of CIA Economic "HIT MEN" like John Perkins to a whole new level of obscenity.

To mention little of Tucker was the only party, since Gevisser and Knuff had never communicated, despite Gevisser's best efforts on December 25, 
2008 to have Knuff "set the record straight" because Knuff could see he could make a big day for himself in a Texas court, and then get in the next 
instant a sister-judgement here in California, all the while going around the world intimidating others trying to stand tall to fork out extortion monies.

To mention in passing, Gevisser has no choice given the slow and no reaction to all those comfortable with the "status quo" to make a Grand Spectacle 
of his landmark miscarriage of the US Justice system that everyone can perfectly understand, if they want to.

In the meantime, and unbeknown to Gevisser about this criminal collusion, Gevisser beginning on April 1, 2010 provided Loewinsohn with all the 
information he had on Knuff which they already had, while raising the fact the Texas jurisdiction was wrong, since Gevisser never met the Texas State 
laws for doing business in Texas, as well as the fact that Knuff had blown the one year statute of limitations rule in Texas for filing a defamation lawsuit, 
plus there was no evidence against Gevisser who never got any responses from Knuff-Loewinsohn to any of his questions which didn't seem to bother 
the judge who simply decided to "strike" Gevisser's pleadings to then be able to say that Gevisser had not responded and was therefore liable for these 
insane DEATH PENALTY SANCTIONS.

Texas Judge Lowy while paying no attention to Gevisser's pleadings before striking them, did acknowledge that he could find no evidence of defamation 
by Gevisser; moreover, with all this evidence of the defamation being on Gevisser, Judge Lowy handed Gevisser a $4 million DEATH SENTENCE 
sanction on January 21, 2011.

There has never been a case like this in the history of the United States, which is what scares every practicing lawyer in the US because they perfectly 
understand how much of a threat Gevisser is to the status quo as he has so successfully exposed all the corruption from the top down and bottom up.

Gevisser is now appealing the DEATH PENALTY sentence.
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Gary Gevisser and Zena Badash-Ash Gevisser in Chicago, early spring 1979
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